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HOW THE I.S.
HECOTERED ITS
No nuclear explosion occurred when our H-bombs fell on Palomares, 
but the diplomatic fallout was immense. For 80 dramatic days 
American prestige was at stake while we groped for la bomba
**+************++****++******Mt*****+****+***-M‘***

BY TAD SZVLC

PALOMARES, SPAIN

" The morning of Monday, January 17, began no differently from most 
winter mornings for the 800-odd inhabitants of this hopelessly isolated vil
lage on the Mediterranean coast of Spain. Mid-January is the start of the 
winter tomato and bean crop here. It was about 10 years ago that some 
enterprising people came from Valencia and taught the villagers how to 
dig Wells to defeat the terrible coastal droughts and to raise tomatoes, beans 
and a little wheat in the irrigated fields. Before the tomatoes, Palomares 
had been one of those dying villages that one still finds in Spain; the old 
lead and silver mines in the region closed down a generation ago, and the 
men had either emigrated or just vegetated. But now things were better and 
at least the people were making a living.

On this particular morning the Palomares farmers and the field hands 
were going through the normal routine of checking the village’s few tractors, 
drawing water where required for the cooperative irrigation system and 
looking after their cows, goats and sheep. The children had already gone 
to school—boys and girls to separate grammer-school units—and the 
women were washing clothes, straightening out the modest, whitewashed 
houses and feeding the scrawny chickens and the brown rabbits which are 
found in almost every Palomares backyard.

Shortly after 10 o’clock, many of the villagers looked up into the blue 
sky out of habit. Every morning at that hour for more than five years, four 
fast moving little dots would appear high above the coast—two of them 
virtually merging with the two others—and then vanish. The dots were the 
pairs of American B-52 bombers and KC-135 jet tankers meeting to refuel 
over Palomares, and the villagers were so used to the planes’ punctuality 
that many would set their watches by them.

This time, however, something suddenly occurred, something that was
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American technicians 
in protective suits 
comb a contaminated 
field near Palomares.

Frogman confers with 
the crew of midget sub 

Alvin which finally 
found the elusive bomb.

In hours an emergency task force descended on the scene
to plunge the village into the nuclear age and drasti
cally alter the lives of its inhabitants. As a B-52 and 
its tanker flew over the low mountains northeast of the 
village, there was a muted explosion, then a flash of Are 
and, before those who saw it could realize what had 
happened, flaming debris started raining over Palo
mares and its fields.

Because of the speed of the aircraft and the prevail
ing wind, the actual breakup of the big jets following 
their collision took place directly over the village. 
A burning wing section and an engine crashed 50 yards 
from the boys’ school, near the tiny Palomares church 
that stands at the crossroads. Twisted pieces of metal 
came down in backyards and between the houses that 
squat close together in the village but stand farther 
apart on the outskirts.

The tail section of the B-52 buried itself in the sand 
of the dry bed of the Almanzora River east of Palo
mares, a deserted area, but several engines and the 
cockpits of both aircraft fell in a semicircular pattern 
close to farmhouses beyond the west end of the village.

Senora Esperanza Otero, who lives in one of these 
farmhouses and whose two children were at school, 
came running out into her yard when she heard the 
explosion. She saw the smoking debris raining down 
near the school. “I thought it was the end of the world,” 
she reminisced later. “I didn’t know where to go, where 
to run ... my thoughts were on the children.”
30

On the other side of the village, 60 yards from the 
knoll where Eduardo Navarro Portillo, Palomares’ 
principal landowner, has his house, there was the thud 
of an explosion and acrid smoke rose in the air. The 
B-52 was carrying four hydrogen bombs and one of 
them, both its parachutes burned in the collision, had 
fallen against the side of a terraced hill. Its arming 
mechanism for a nuclear explosion was unconnected, L 
but the bomb had cracked on impact producing the f 
detonation of its 44-pound TNT trigger charge. An old i 
man who happened to be walking past the hill was it 
thrown to the ground by the explosion’s air blast but 
was not injured except for a powerful dose of fright.

Elsewhere in the village, others had just as narrowly 
escaped death or injury. Padre Francisco Navarete ; 
Serrano, the 25-year-old pastor in the nearby village it 
of Cuevas del Almanzaro who is also in charge of the i: 
Palomares church, kept telling his people afterwards,
“It was the Hand of God that was spread over you to 
protect you.” And as he was to remark later, church at- ;
tendance in this religiously casual village went up .
after the accident, even among the men.

When the first moment of shock passed, people 
rushed toward the hills west of the village, beyond the 
Otero home where huge chunks of the aircraft had 
fallen. There, among pieces of the fuselage and en
gines, they came upon the horribly smashed and 
burned bodies of all four KC-135 crewmen. Their f
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Gen. Delmar Wilson, left, and 
Adm. William Guest led the 

land-sea search that ended 
when CUHV (rear) recovered 

the bomb (foreground).
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parachutes had not opened after they ejected—having 
presumably caught fire—and they died even before 
reaching the dust of the Palomares hills. The watch 
on the wrist of one of the crewmen had come to a stop 
at 10:22. ,

Less than a half mile from the Oteros, near the 
walled-in cemetery on a hill where the singing of the 
birds was the only sign of life, another H-bomb split 
and detonated its TNT charge. A third bomb feli in 
the river bed without breaking.

Between Palomares and the beach, the villagers 
found Maj. Ivens Buchanan, the B-52’s radar navi
gator, alive but unconscious under the ejection seat to 
which he was still strapped. Capt. Charles J. Wendorf, 
the B-52 commander, was also saved by his parachute. 
With two other survivors from the B-52, he was picked 
out of the ocean by fishing boats in the area. Three 
crewmen from the bomber were killed.

One of the fishing captains, a dashing Catalan 
named Francisco Simo Orts, made a notation on his 
map of the spot where he saw another parachute float 
down and sink immediately. This spot was five miles 
offshore, and the fact that Captain Simo marked it 
was to become a vastly important factor in the tense 
weeks that followed.

Exactly how the earthshaking collision came about 
is still not fully known. We do know that at 10:22 a.m., 
January 17, the B-52 Strategic Air Command bomber,

with four 20-megaton hydrogen bombs aboard, 
rammed the underside of the KC-135 jet tanker’s right 
wing. The two aircraft were flying close to each other 
at 30,500 feet to begin a standard refueling operation. 
Their speed was about 300 mph.

The B-52, flown by Captain Wendorf, a 30-year-old 
SAC veteran with 2,109 hours at the controls of the 
big jet bombers, had left Seymour Johnson Air Force 
Base in North Carolina along with another B-52 the 
day before on a routine alert flight toward Soviet 
borders. It was refueled in the late afternoon of Janu
ary 16 over Zaragoza, in northern Spain. Now it was 
on its return flight rendezvousing with the tanker over 
the Almeria coast to take on fuel for the Atlantic cross
ing back to Seymour.

To meet Captain Wendorf’s plane, the fuel-laden 
KC-135 had taken off from the joint United States- 
Spanish Air Force base at Moron, near Seville, in 
southwestern Spain. Its pilot was Maj. Emil J. Chapla, 
a much decorated, 43-year-old veteran of the Pacific 
and European campaigns in World War II.

For both pilots and their crews the operation was 
as routine as a takeoff or a landing, though it called 
for flying skill at jet speeds to bring a bomber’s nose 
under a tanker’s tail so that a boom could be lowered 
and kerosene fuel fed into the thirsty giant.

Not far away, at a visual distance, another KC-135 
from Moron was simul-
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taneously refueling Captain Wendorf’s 
flight mate. A 60-knot northeasterly wind 
was blowing at 30,500 feet as Wendorf 
maneuvered his aircraft into position. 
This alone did not seem to pose undue 
problems. But for some reason the B-52 
approached the tanker at what was de
scribed as “an excessive closure rate of 
speed.”

The boom operator of the second 
KC-135 suddenly saw a flash and an ex
plosion and radioed the tower in Mor6n 
that a B-52 and a tanker had apparently 
collided. Moron immediately relayed the 
flash to the headquarters of the Sixteenth 
United States Air Force, a SAC unit, at 
the Torrejdn de Ardoz base near Madrid. 
Within minutes a far-flung search, rescue 
and decontamination operation was set 
in motion. Successively it involved the 
White House and the State Department, 
the American Embassy in Madrid, the 
Atomic Energy Commission, the United 
States Sixth Fleet, the Central Intelli
gence Agency, the United States In
formation Agency, the Bureau of Mines, 
an array of civilian specialists—and, con
currently, the Spanish government, air 
force and navy.

Altogether this enormous undertaking 
was known as “Operation Broken 
Arrow," the Strategic Air Command’s 
code name for nuclear accident pro- 
cedureS. At stake were the international 
prestige of the United States and the 
reputations and careers of generals, 
admirals and diplomats. Costing an 
estimated $20 million (not counting the 
value of two destroyed and two dented 
hydrogen bombs), the operation called 
for the services of 18 United States Navy 
ships, an array of science-fiction-type 
underwater vehicles and other equip
ment, and 3,500 men aboard vessels and 
ashore; the organization of a complicated 
airlift and the use of helicopters; and, 
finally, an extraordinary supply of imag
ination, ingenuity and tenacity.

The first fear of accidental nuclear ex
plosion—a highly unlikely but theoreti
cally not absolutely impossible event in 
a situation involving an accidentally 
dropped bomb—was removed within 
moments of the collision; the arming 
mechanism of the bombs had not been 
connected and if thermonuclear reaction 
did not occur at once, it would not 
occur at all. (The explosive power of a 
20-megaton H-bomb is a thousand times 
that of the bombs dropped on Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. Had a nuclear detonation 
happened, there would have been total 
destruction in a radius of nearly 20 miles, 
and fire and radiation effects would have 
spread over much of Spain’s southeastern 
Almeria province.)

The first concerns of the American 
officials were to locate the bombs and re
move them from Spain as expeditiously 
and quietly as possible. But, as it turned 
out, these hopes were quickly disap
pointed.

While the Air Force set its salvage 
operations in motion with extraordinary 
speed—the first aircraft from Torrejdn

and Moron were flying towards Palo
mares within 30 minutes of the first flash 
on the accident—the United States also 
faced the ticklish diplomatic task of in
forming the Spanish government that 
four powerful nuclear bombs were lost 
somewhere in its territory.

This responsibility was in the hands 
of Ambassador Angler Biddle Duke and 
of Lt. Gen. Stanley J. Donovan, the chief 
of the United States military mission in 
Spain. Mr. Duke, an affable and quick
acting diplomat, rushed with his message 
to the Foreign Ministry.

General Donovan, whose office is at the 
Spanish Air Ministry, hurried to inform 
the Air Minister, Lt. Gen. Josd Lacalle 
Larraga. Then he drove to the High 
General Staff to advise Capt. Gen. Agus- 
tin Munoz Grandes, the Chief of Staff 
and Vice-President of the government, of 
what had happened.

In all cases, the Spaniards accepted the 
news with remarkable calm and matter- 
of-factness. They took the view that it 
was a deplorable and worrisome acci
dent, but that it was a risk Spain had 
taken in entering into agreements with 
the United States for the stationing of 
SAC aircraft at bases in Spain. From that 
moment on, Americans found the most 
complete cooperation—and an absolute 
lack of recriminations—on the part of 
the Spaniards. An American diplomat re
marked later, “Can you imagine the hell 
that would have broken loose if we had 
lost those bloody bombs in France?”

The first act of Spanish cooperation 
was to assist the advance party of Maj. 
Gen. Delmar E. Wilson, the commander 
of the United States Sixteenth Air Force 
at Torrejdn, outside Madrid. The gen
eral had flown to San Javier, the nearest 
base to Palomares, aboard his T-39 jet as 
soon as he had notified SAC headquarters 
in Omaha, Nebraska, and assembled his 
Disaster Control Team.

The D-C-T., a unit attached to every 
SAC base in the world, is called into 
action whenever an accident involving 
nuclear weapons has occurred. It is made 
up of some 30 officers and men, chiefly 
nuclear weapons specialists and radio
activity detection and decontamination 
experts, equipped with special protective 
suits and gear as well as with “Pack One
s'' radiation counters.

Like D.C.T. units everywhere, the 
Torrejdn detachment had been holding 
periodic exercises to prepare itself for a 
nuclear emergency. But as General Wil
son said later, nothing quite like Palo
mares had ever been rehearsed.

After landing at San Javier, General 
Wilson departed with Spanish and 
American aides for the scene. It was a 
118-mile drive to Palomares. By then 
a Spanish Navy helicopter had already 
surveyed the Palomares coast, directing 
the fishermen to the survivors in the 
water, and Capt. Isidor Calin, regional 
commander of the Guardia Civil, the 
national police, was in charge of rescue 
operations ashore.

As General Wilson, a tall, white-haired 
pilot who had been associated with 
nuclear weapons from the early days of 
the Pacific tests, raced to Palomares to 
recover his bombs, the well-oiled Ameri
can military machine was fully in motion

everywhere in the world where special re
sources were available.

Radioactive decontamination teams 
and weapons’ specialists attached to the 
bases in Spain were mobilized within 
minutes for the flight to San Javier in 
what was the beginning of an impressive 
airlift operation. Men were scooped up 
in offices and air bases in Spain, France 
and West Germany and flown towards 
Palomares without time to pick up extra 
clothing or even toothbrushes.

The Atomic Energy Commission’s 
offices in Washington and Los Alamos, 
New Mexico, were alerted for technical 
assistance as was the Spanish Nuclear 
Energy Board in Madrid. When it be
came obvious the following day that one 
of the four bombs was missing and could 
have gone into the sea, the Sixth Fleet’s 
temporary headquarters in Naples, Italy, 
was ordered to set up a special recovery 
task force.

By early morning of January 18, Palo
mares had fairly recovered from the shock 
of the previous day’s accident. Except for 
the American fliers there were no victims, 
and no damage was done to the village. 
The situation was now firmly in the hands 
of Captain Calin’s troopers and the 
United States Air Force.

The Palomares villagers, of course, 
didn’t know at that stage the facts the 
Americans and many Spanish officials 
knew and were determined to keep to 
themselves for as long as possible: that 
one of the 20-megaton hydrogen bombs 
had not been located and that the two 
bombs that detonated their TNT charges 
had released plutonium particles into the 
air in and around Palomares. If these 
particles were breathed into the lungs 
they could cause bone cancer. Alpha 
radiations from the broken H-bombs’ 
cores also were contaminating Palo

mares’ tomato and bean fields as the 
wind carried radioactive dust over a 
wide area.

Within 48 hours of the accident, as air
craft kept landing at San Javier and heli
copters and trucks ferried men and 
equipment on to Palomares, a full-fledged 
American base was organized on the 
rocky beach, a half mile from the bewil
dered village. General Wilson, whose first 
command post had been set up in the dry 
river bed in the path of the radioactive 
plutonium particles, established what was 
to be his residence for 77 days in a tent 
on the beach. The camp immediately be
came known as “Camp Wilson,” and be
cause the general had initially used the 
code name of "Warner,” his troops be
gan calling themselves “Warner’s War
riors.”

These “Warriors,” who grew in num
ber from 300 men on the third day to 
over 800 at the peak of the operation in 
March, turned out to be—under the cir
cumstances—a highly spirited bunch. Liv
ing first in field pup tents and later in 
spacious 10-man canvas homes, they en
dured the chilly, windswept nights and 
12-hour working days with good humor.

Acting on an Air Force lieutenant’s 
sudden brainstorm, they raided stores in 
Vera and other neighboring towns for 
black berets that became the distinctive 
mark of the Palomares troops and made 
the men feel like members of an elite 
outfit. Gradually the tent camp became 
a reasonably comfortable base.





Thus the nuclear age came upon Palo
mares with the full force of reality and 
fantasy. Yet the truth was much more 
encouraging than either the rumors or 
the “no comment” responses of the 
officials.

This truth was that danger to health 
would arise only if a person breathed in 
plutonium partides. Lodged in the lungs, 
these particles could cause bone cancer 
within a five-year period. However, this 
danger existed only in the first hours after 
the accident and all the careful tests pro
duced no evidence of any such contamina
tion. Otherwise, Alpha radiations from 
the particles on the ground could be easily 
washed away with water. This, indden- 
tally, explains why U.S. Air Force decon
tamination teams shed their masks and 
gloves after a day or two, and proceeded 
to work with their bare hands even in the 
“hottest" areas around the two broken 
bombs where radioactivity reached two 
million counts per minute, the highest 
possible measurement on the alpha osril- 
lator counters. The average in the con
taminated fields elsewhere was between 
7,000 and 50,000 counts.

The area in which even minimal radio
activity was detectable was demarked as a 
“Zero Zone.” This required backbreaking 
labor in which an airman, crawling on his 
knees with an alpha counter, would 
average one acre in a 12-hour day. It in
volved plowing under 885 acres of ara
ble land, the burning of tomatoes and 
other kinds of vegetation and, finally, the 
shipment to the United States of nearly 
1,600 tons of slightly radioactive Spanish 
soil for burial in an atomic cemetery in 
South Carolina. Never before in the nu
clear age had the United States been faced 
with quite such a situation, but the re
sponse was instananeous, highly compe
tent and eminently successful.

Yet so tense was the Administration 
that when Dr. Wright H. Langham, an 
AEC biologist directing the decontami
nation operation, contracted a common 
cold in Washington after a quick trip 
from Spain, this fact was hushed up to 
prevent speculation that he might have 
been suffering from radiation sickness.

In Palomares some of the tension de
creased after a while. But enforced idle
ness and the worry about indemnity pay
ments promised by the United States did 
have the men of the village on edge for 
long weeks. Unable to go to work in their 
fields, they stood around the square or 
sat in Tomas Mula’s dark bar, talking to 
newsmen and gradually improving on 
their accounts of the day of the collision 
until the Guardia Civil finally closed the 
village to the reporters.

The 80-day hunt for the fourth bomb 
was the other—and the truly spectacular 
—side of the two-ring Palomares circus.

While the United States was still refus
ing to admit that a hydrogen weapon was 
actually missing (“What bomb?” Air 
Force spokesmen would reply poker- 
facedly to newsmen’s questions), the Med
iterranean in front of. Palomares was 
reminiscent of a wartime beachhead, with 
warships cruising back and forth and 
helicopters flying to and fro.

Ashore other helicopters and teams of 
Air Force searchers surveyed the moun- 
tainous countryside, poking into evex

hole and cave. For nearly a month, the 
assumption was that the bomb had sunk 
somewhere offshore, partly based on the 
report of Captain Simo, the Catalan 
fisherman, that he saw the extra para
chute float down into the sea. But the 
possibility that the missing bomb had 
fallen inland could not be altogether dis
carded either. And when the heel-clamp 
from the missing bomb’s parachute was 
found in the sand near the beach, land- 
search efforts were stepped up again.

But the most rugged part of the search 
was going on underwater and aboard the 
ships of Task Force 65, commanded by 
R. Adm. William S. Guest. This tough 
and highly imaginative Navy aviator was 
given responsibility for the seemingly im
possible job of locating a 10-foot-lohg 
cigar-shaped object in a 125-square-mile 
area of the Mediterranean whose bottom 
was a maze of canyons, gullies and under
sea mountains.

Admiral Guest's assignment was com
parable, in his words, to the search for a 
needle in an entire wheat field in the 
middle of the night. And, in addition 
to the difficulties of the hunt itself. 
Admiral Guest also had to deal with

the treacherous Mediterranean weather, 
which often brewed up gale-force winds. 
For a week, the admiral had to cope with 
the presence of a Soviet fishing trawler 
anchored in international waters 15 miles 
from the Task Force. The trawler, 
equipped with electronic gear, was evi
dently trying to eavesdrop on the bomb 
search to learn something about U.S. un
derwater techniques. But it was kept at 
bay by continuous American air and sea 
surveillance, and it finally gave up its 
listening post and went away.

The admiral’s first requirement was to 
chart the bottom of the sea in the search 
area and to establish the pattern of the 
air collison’s debris which had fallen 
along a vaguely oblong path from Palo
mares to a point several miles out to sea. 
Elearonic and sonar devices were used 
for the charting while 100 of the Navy’s 
best frogmen were assigned the tedious 
task of combing the bottom of the sea 
from the beach outward, along a mile
wide front, in the relatively shallow 
waters where men could work.

The frogmen, a Navy elite group per
mitted to sport beards and unorthodox 
bits of attire, also had to retrieve over 100 
pieces of the two aircraft, ranging from

tiny fragments of classified equipment to 
a whole wing of the B-52.

It wasn’t until mid-February, when 
Admiral Guest had an idea what the 
bottom looked like (and it looked like an 
underwater replica of the mountains 
around Palomares), that the search for 
the bomb could really get underway.

At this point, the hunters’ life settled 
down to a tough, monotonous routine. 
The 2,500 sailors aboard the task force 
ships went through days and nights of 
relative idleness, when new equipment 
was being awaited or the highly technical 
undersea contact work was conducted by 
specialists. They would then break into 
feverish activity when it seemed that a 
clue pointed to the object of the search.

!emus^o^E^^ecu!ia^wmr^ox the 
assignment, the work went on at night
time as well as day. Liberty ashore was 
an occasional luxury for some crews when 
one of the ships went into Malaga or 
Cartagena to bunker. Otherwise “Opera
tion Broken Arrow" was a period of 80 
days of confinement for the sailors 
aboard ships and for the troops ashore. 
Admiral Guest and General Wilson 
agreed that all contact between their men 
and the civilians ashore should be avoid
ed so that additional problems would not 
be created.

It was not surprising then that a frog
men's team, emerging from the water 
after a hard morning of swimming, broke 
into rebel yells when a tall, blonde Ameri
can news photographer appeared on the 
beach, clicking away at them. Another 
girl to cause considerable commotion at 
Camp Wilson was a French secretary at
tached to an American television team. 
She had become the center of so much 
admiration that, in the end, the Air 
Force requested that she discontinue her 
daily visits with the TV crew.

So aboard the ships and in the camp 
city the men read, watched movies and 
played cards at night, wishing for this 
“nutty assignment” to come to an end.

Soon it became evident that the stand
ard Navy equipment—and some revolu
tionary new pieces of gear—could not do 
the job, mainly because of the depths in
volved. The frogmen could go down only 
to 200 feet. The "hard-hat” divers had a 
limit of 400 feet. The "Deep Jeep," a 
weird vehicle designed to crawl on the 
sea bottom, could go down 2,000 feet, but 
many estimated that the bomb might be 
even deeper. Electronically controlled 
sleds that dragged along the bottom also 
had their limitations.

The Pentagon, which had a special 
Navy-Air Force committee overseeing the 
whole Palomares operation from Wash
ington, then turned to naval and civilian 
research centers for assistance. A whole 
arsenal of new devices was made available 
to Task Force 65.

Chief among them were three midget 
submarines—the Cubmarine, a very mo
bile though not deep-water sub, and the 
Alvin and the Aluminaut which could 
operate at depths below 6,000 feet.

Every day, weather permitting, and 
often at night, the tiny yellow Cubma
rine, the white Alvin and the crimson 

I Aluminaut went down to various parts j 
of the sea floor, sometimes for eight or 
nine hours at a time. Working with un-
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derwater television and high-intensity 
lights, the submersibles' crews followed 
the dues supplied from the ships above 
and worked on their own leads.

At one point, it was discovered later, 
both the Alvin and the Aluminaut sailed 
within eight feet of the bomb, as it lay 
shrouded in its gray parachute, without 
spotting it.

[ The submersibles' men were all civi
lians, and both the Aluminaut and the 
\Cubmarine belonged to private concerns.
|The Alvin, though owned by the Office 
of Naval Research, was piloted by civi
lians from the Woods Hole Oceanogra- 
jphic Institute.
< They were among the 70 civilian tech- 
nidans attached to the naval task force 
under a contract with Ocean Systems, 
Inc., a Los Angeles and Seattle firm spe- 
dalizing in underwater work. The tech- 
nidans represented numerous firms, such 
as Decca, Westinghouse and Reynolds In
ternational Inc., with Ocean Systems act
ing as the coordinator.

The best known among the civilians 
was Jon Lindbergh, son of Col. Charles A. 
Lindbergh, who directed the operations 
of the Cubmarine. An executive of Ocean 
Systems, Mr. Lindbergh was drafted for 
the Palomares operation from Nigeria 
where he was involved in offshore oil 
drilling.

As days turned into weeks and as the 
southern winter turned into spring, Ad
miral Guest remained amazingly patient 
with his hunt; he kept telling Washing
ton and Madrid that the search simply 
could not be hurried, if it were to be 
successful. But he became openly impa
tient with those pressuring him. He 
would not receive newsmen aboard, ex
cept one day in March after Ambassador 
Duke and Spanish Information Minister 
Manuel Fraga Iribarne staged their fa
mous “swim-in” off Palomares to prove 
that the waters were not radioactive.

The “swim-in,” on March 7, was one 
of the great Palomares spectaculars and 
probably the greatest baroque beach 
party in history. Conceived by Ambassa
dor Duke, who at the age of 52 is an en
thusiastic swimmer, skier, golfer and 
tennis player, the aquatic show was played 
in two parts, involving a multitude of Em
bassy aides, children and newsmen. At 
9 o’clock in the morning, Mr. Duke, in 
swimming trunks and wearing a rubber 
cap on his head, raced into the Mediter
ranean waves in front of the government 
tourist hotel at Mojacar, some five miles 
from Palomares. His children (and this 
reporter’s son) followed him with bound
less enthusiasm, but the less athletic Em
bassy aides barely managed to keep 
frozen smiles on their lips as they waded 
in behind the boss.

The water temperature was over 60 
degrees, but the air was only 58. A dozen 
television cameramen and newsmen 
stood cautiously with water up to their 
knees, cameras whirring and microphones 
catching the sounds of the splash.

A liveried hotel waiter, wearing white 
gloves, stood gingerly on the beach with 
a tray loaded with cognac glasses for the 
gallant swimmers. But the ambassador 
disdainfully waved away the cognac as he 
marched up the beach to change his 
clothes for the next event of tfie day.

That was the visit, with Information 
Minister Fraga, to the main square of 
Palomares where the population dutifully 
heard the Spanish official promise them 
government aid and paraded signs pro
claiming that “AVilson’s Troops Behave 
Correctly with Palomares.”

From Palomares, Mr. Duke and Seiior 
Fraga drove to the beachhead for the 
day’s second “swim-in.” The ambassador, 
shedding his dark suit in a tent, donned 
a pair of trunks borrowed from a frog
man. The Minister had his own bathing 
suit, and the two men happily splashed 
in the water between beached LST's. It 
remained for The Times of London to 
ask editorially whether this practice 
would be henceforth followed by Ameri
can diplomatswhenever a nudearweapon 
was lost. “And in Norway? In the winter?" 
it asked.

Finally on March 15, Admiral Guest’s 
patience was suddenly rewarded. The A l- 
vin, poking around the bottom in one of 
the “high probability” areas five miles off 
the rocky coast, radioed up the single 
word, “console.” It meant the elusive 
H-bomb had at last been located.

Whether the discovery was the result of 
the highly sophisticated techniques of the 
Navy, of luck or of Captain Sima's early 
report—or of all three—is a matter of 
opinion for scientists. But the overwhelm
ing fact was that the tubular bomb was 
found perched precariously on the steep 
side of a slope at a depth of 2,400 feet.

Admiral Guest, stepping up his chain
smoking of filtered cigarettes, ordered the 
start of "Operation Charlie,” the recovery 
phase of the hunt. Again the star per
former was to be the two-man Alvin, the 
chunky sub equipped with a mechanical 
claw that, hopefully, could tie a lifting 
line to the shrouds of the bomb’s para
chute.

Tliis particular undertaking called 
for the kind of skill that is required to 
knot a bow tie with one chopstick, but 
the Alvin’s crewmen were not dismayed. 
And it was at this juncture that the un
derwater drama reached its peak of in
tensity.

On the first try to tie a line to the water
logged parachute, the Alvin’s claw some
how unbalanced the bomb and it began 
moving down the slope in the direction 
of a narrow trench 500 feet below its 
original resting place. As the Alvin's 
crewmen held their breath, the bomb 
came to a halt just 20 feet below the 
starting point. Near-disaster had been 
averted.

Two more attempts were made by the 
Alvin to attach the tough nylon line to 
the missile. Each attempt was initially suc
cessful, but each time the cable broke.

The second attempt also resulted, al
most tragically, in the loss of the bomb. 
The Alvin's crew was aware that the mis
sile had risen up the slope, perhaps 100 
feet, after the line had been attached to 
the parachute. But then the weapon sank 
somewhere in the deep mire and the Al
vin lost sight of it.

For nearly two weeks, as gloom spread 
over the Task Force and Admiral Guest 
became taciturn and explosive by turns, 
the hydrogen bomb remained lost. It
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was embarrassing, fulminating and m- 
furiating. The Navy’s experts knew 
roughly where the bomb was, but contact 
could not be reestablished with it, vis
ually or by deep-resolution sonar. Be
cause of the strong underwater currents 
and possible bottom slides, Admiral 
Guest could not rule out the possibility 
that the weapon and its parachute had 
tumbled down into the deep bottom 
trench or had been dragged away in 
some unknown direction.

Time out was called by the hunters to 
allow the Navy to fly in from Pasadena, 
California, the latest of the underwater 
retrieving devices. This was curv (Cable- 
Controlled Underwater Recovery Ve
hicle), a torpedo-retrieving apparatus 
that looks like a multibarrel cannon. It 
had been redesigned and successfully 
tested at Pasadena’s Naval Ordnance Test 
Station to work at the required depths. 
Now the hopes were high that curv 
could recover the bomb—assuming, of 
course, that it could be found.

The Alvin and the Aluminaut dived 
deep in the Mediterranean once more. 
And on the night of April 5, the tireless 
Alvin crew succeeded in spotting the 
bomb and in photographing it from every 
angle so that the curv could operate 
efficiently. Then the final—and breathless 
—period of “Operation Charlie” was set 
in motion by Admiral Guest.

Late on April 6, curv was placed in 
position to fire its snagging arm at the 
bomb, and the Alvin went down one 
more time to oversee the operation. Ad
miral Guest, his leather greatcoat thrown 
over his black Navy sweater marked with 
the one-star insignia, took up his com
mand post aboard the USS Petrel, a sub
marine rescue ship.

Then, just before dawn on Thursday, 
April 7, word was flashed from the Alvin 
that she had become entangled in the 
parachute's shrouds and could not move. 
Now two men—Pilot William O. Rainnie 
and Co-pilot Valentine P. Wilson, both 
41—were imprisoned in their tiny sub
marine 2,400 feet under the sea. Their 
lives were at stake along with the fate of 
the hydrogen bomb.

Admiral Guest knew there was nothing 
he could do to help. The two men in the 
Alvin would have to free themselves. As 
he recounted it later, "this was worse 
than combat.” But suddenly a new flash 
came up from the depths. Bill Rainnie 
had succeeded in freeing the sub with a 
deft starboard turn of the rudder.

The pink dawn was rising over the 
Mediterranean as Admiral Guest, light
ing his hundredth cigarette of the long 
watch, ordered the raising of the bomb. 
“Let’s get on with it,” he said crisply.

By 5 o’clock in the morning, curv had 
succeeded in securing three nylon lines 
to the bomb’s parachute, and the heavy 
weapon began its slow ascent. When the 
bomb reached 150 feet below the surface, 
six Navy frogmen leaped into the water. 
Diving to that depth, they quickly at
tached additional lines to the top of the 
parachute’s canopy. Then they examined 
the bomb for damage. There was none.

At 8:15 a.m., the 20-megaton hydrogen 
bomb broke the surface of the Mediter
ranean, just three hours short of 80 days

since it had plummeted into the sea from 
the exploding B-52.

“Thank God,” was all Admiral Guest 
said at that moment. His men were too 
tired and too tense to have reacted in any 
memorable way to their moment of tri
umph. Twenty-five minutes later, the 
bomb was safely aboard the Petrel and 
the waiting Navy and Air Force ordnance 
experts defused the inner TNT charge.

At 9:31 a.m., local time, the totally ex
hausted Bill Guest flashed this signal, 
marked secret, to his naval superiors 
and to the American Embassy in Madrid: 
"target on deck of petrel and identi
fied AS WEAPON. . .

The next morning, with the admiral 
still on his feet and still chain-smoking, 
the United States staged the first public 
showing of any hydrogen bomb. To es
tablish its “international credibility”— 
that is, to do away with Soviet innuendoes 
that the weapon was never really re
trieved—the Administration ordered that 
the bomb be displayed. It was placed on 
the Petrel’s fantail in full view of nearly 
100 newsmen and photographers watch
ing from a ship 40 yards away.

Later in the day, the defused bomb was 
transferred aboard another warship for 
the voyage to the United States and its 
ultimate return to the hands of the 
Strategic Air Command.

Except for the deaths of the seven fliers 
on January 17 (and of eight other Air 
Force crewmen when a Palomares supply 
aircraft crashed later in the Sierra Ne
vada) "Broken Arrow” was an immensely 
lucky accident—judging by what might 
have been.

Both the Air Force and the Navy ex
tracted valuable lessons about handling j 
nuclear weapons in emergency situations, 
and, in the Navy’s case, new knowledge 
was also gained about undersea opera- 1 
tions. The SAC units provided a detailed, 
day-by-day account of their Palomares ac- j 
tivities, complete with 27,000 photo
graphs, to serve as a guide should such 
an accident happen again.

Hopefully, Washington public infor- | 
mation policy-makers also learned some
thing for the future. At Palomares, the 1 
United States often looked foolish trying ] 
to hide the truth of what was, essentially, 
a highly successful operation, following a 
nuclear-age accident that occurred in full 
view of the world. In doing so, it detracted 
considerably from the triumphs of its nu
clear know-how and helped to obscure 
the fact that man controls the atom to a 
much greater extent than might have 
been thought during the first shock of the 
accident.

As for the people of Palomares, they 
saw their lives transformed and distorted 
perhaps forever. For life in the village 
will never be quite the same, even after 
all the compensations are paid and the 
memories of la bomba become history 
and part of the local forklore. Yet these 
people, despite their utter incomprehen
sion of what was happening around them, 
succeeded in acting with remarkable forti
tude and' dignity throughout the whole 
episode. A philosopher might conclude 
that, indeed, man can learn to live with 
anything—including the nuclear age.

—Tad Szulcl


